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Introduction 

Investing in school buildings 

Between 2010 and 2015, the coalition government spent almost £18 billion on 

school buildings. Since 2015, the Government has committed over £4 billion 

to maintain and improve the condition of the school estate. In addition, the 

£4.4 billion Priority School Building Programme is replacing or refurbishing 

buildings in the very worst condition at more than 500 schools across the 

country.  We will continue to invest in maintaining and improving the school 

estate. This will help to ensure that children can learn in the best environment 

possible, and help them achieve their full potential. 

It is important that investment is directed towards the areas that need it most.  

The Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) collect information on the 

condition of the school estate to help make sure this happens. Between 2012 

and 2014, the ESFA commissioned the Property Data Survey (PDS) which 

inspected a total of 18,830 schools. The Department for Education (DfE) was 

able to use this data to support the case for capital funding for school 

condition, to inform future allocations and to identify schools for inclusion in 

the second phase of the Priority School Building Programme. 

About the Condition Data Collection 

The Condition Data Collection (CDC) is the new programme through which 

the ESFA will collect condition data about the school estate. It will run for 

three years between 2017 and 2019. The CDC is one of the biggest exercises 

in condition data collection in the UK public sector, as it will affect all schools 

in England that are funded by the government. 

It is a high-level data collection and is not intended to replace the existing 

work undertaken by schools and responsible bodies to collect their own, more 

detailed, condition data. 

About this document 

This document explains how the CDC programme is being delivered over the 

next three years. It is intended as a guide for schools and the other 

educational establishments that are involved in the CDC programme, and 

provides details on what schools will need to do during the programme.  
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The document contains four sections. The first section provides background 

to the CDC programme. The second section explains roles and 

responsibilities. The third section describes how the CDC works in practice, 

and the final section explains how condition is measured.  

Annex A contains a single page diagram of the CDC process, and Annex B 

summarises the school actions required under each process stage. Schools 

may find these useful to print out and refer to throughout the programme. A 

sample ‘pre-data collection’ meeting agenda is provided in Annex C. A list of 

frequently asked questions (FAQs) is provided in Annex D. 

Throughout this document, the words ‘school’ and ‘schools’ are used as 

generic terms which refer to all educational establishments which will be 

involved in the CDC (these are listed on page 9). 

How schools can help 

This document explains what schools need to do, and when. In summary, as 

well as providing access to their site for surveyors. Schools are asked to 

complete an online school questionnaire before the site visit, and to discuss 

their site with the surveyors on the day of the visit. Catholic and Church of 

England schools will need to ensure that CDC surveyors have consent from 

the relevant diocese or diocesan board of education. 

Schools know their sites well so their input is important. Input from schools will 

help make sure the information collected during the CDC programme is 

accurate and of high quality. This will make the CDC condition data more 

useful to schools when managing their buildings.  

Other useful documents 

The CDC Guide for Schools is supported by information in a number of 

additional documents, which are available on the GOV.UK webpage. 

 CDC Programme Guide 

 CDC Guide to Completing the School Questionnaire 

 CDC Technical Reference Manual Parts 1 & 2 

 CDC Purpose, Benefits and Limitations summary 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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In addition, the ESFA document ‘Essential School Maintenance: A Guide for 

Schools’ was published in January 2016. It provides useful guidance for 

schools on effective planning and responsibilities for maintenance of school 

buildings. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/essential-school-maintenance-a-guide-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/essential-school-maintenance-a-guide-for-schools
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Executive Summary 

Involvement of schools 

Schools and their knowledge of their sites are central to the success of the 

CDC programme. Schools are therefore asked to: 

 verify and complete the online school questionnaire, issued before the 

school visits, at least 14 days prior to the planned site visit date. This 

will help reduce the amount of time the surveyors spend on site 

 choose a school contact, who will be the school’s first point of contact 

for the CDC programme 

 agree a date for the site visit with the surveying organisation. Catholic 

and Church of England schools will need to ensure the surveyors have 

consent from the relevant diocese or diocesan board of education. 

 meet with the visiting surveyors on the day of the site visit. This 

meeting is used to discuss the wider site context and to verify building 

compliance documentation. This helps the surveyors collect better data 

and reduce the amount of time they need to spend on site 

 ensure safe access to all areas of the school site and buildings on the 

day of the site visit 

Surveying organisations 

Four surveying organisations (Faithful + Gould, Capita, Aecom and Rider 

Levett Bucknall) are working with the ESFA to undertake site visits and collect 

data. They will: 

 nominate surveyors to visit each site 

 send a letter of introduction at the beginning of each six-month 

‘tranche’ of visits 

 agree a suitable time for the site visit with the school 

 visit the site, meet with the school and undertake data collection 

 notify the school (and, in the case of Catholic and Church of England 

schools, the relevant diocese or diocesan board of education) whilst 
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on site of any health and safety concerns which require the school’s 

immediate attention 

 undertake checks of all data collected 

A further organisation (Arcadis) are providing technical support and 

administration throughout the CDC programme. 

Accessing CDC data 

Once data collection has been completed and the data checked, schools and 

their responsible bodies will be able to access their CDC data online via the 

CDC Portal. We will give schools and their responsible bodies access to the 

CDC Portal for this purpose. 
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Section 1: The Condition Data Collection 

What is the Condition Data Collection? 

The Condition Data Collection (CDC) is the successor to the Property Data Survey (PDS), 

which was undertaken between 2012 and 2014. The methodology for the CDC has been 

developed to take into account the feedback received following the PDS, as well as from 

stakeholder engagement and some pilot data collections in early 2016.   

The CDC collects building condition, asset and management information on the maintained 

school estate. The data collected through this programme builds on the information obtained 

during the PDS.   

The ESFA is working with several organisations to undertake the CDC programme, which will 

run for three years between 2017 and 2019. Over this period, surveyors and engineers will 

visit every government funded educational establishment in England. Around one third of all 

22,000 establishments will be surveyed every year, with site visits commencing in February 

2017. During peak periods, the CDC programme will visit up to 1200 schools per month. 

The importance of the CDC programme 

The CDC will provide the ESFA with an improved and up to date evidence base which will 

help inform future funding allocations. It will  help direct investment to the areas with the 

greatest condition need. It will also help identify school buildings for inclusion in future 

rebuilding programmes and help those responsible for maintaining buildings develop their 

building management data. 

Schools and establishments included in the CDC programme 

Surveyors will visit all government funded educational establishments providing nursery, 

primary, secondary phase education during the CDC programme, except for privately owned 

and operated nursery schools that do not share their accommodation with schools. 

This includes: 

 infant, junior and middle deemed primary schools 

 secondary schools, middle deemed secondary schools, sixth form colleges 

 short stay / pupil referral units, special schools and special colleges. 

All of the establishment types in the table below will be involved in the CDC, regardless of 

age or condition. This includes Private Finance Initiative (PFI) schools, and those schools 

that are new or recently refurbished. 
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Establishment type Responsible body 

Community schools Local authority 

Foundation and trust schools Local authority 

Voluntary-aided schools 

Governing body and charitable 

trust (relevant diocese or diocesan 

board of education for Catholic or 

Church of England church schools) 

Voluntary-controlled schools Local authority  

Academies – multi-academy trust (MAT) 

MAT (and diocese or diocesan 

board of education for Catholic or 

Church of England church schools) 

Academies – single-academy trust (SAT) 

SAT (and diocese or diocesan 

board of education for Catholic or 

Church of England church schools) 

Sixth Form Colleges 

Governing body and charitable 

trust (relevant diocese for Catholic 

Sixth Form Centres)  

City technology colleges Trust 

Nursery Schools (not privately owned)  Local Authority 

Non-maintained special schools (NMSS) 

Governing body and charitable 

trust (relevant diocese for Catholic 

church schools) 

Free schools, studio schools 

MAT or SAT (and diocese or 

diocesan board of education for 

Catholic or Church of England 

church schools) 

University technology colleges (UTCs) Trust 

  

Table 1: Establishment types included in the CDC programme 
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Buildings included in the CDC programme 

Not all buildings on school sites will be subject to a full condition data collection. Standalone 

buildings that are not maintained by the school (and which are not primarily used for 

educational purposes) will only have high level descriptive and contextual data collected 

(such as a photo and number of storeys; see Asset / Contextual data on page 15 for further 

details). Buildings which fall into these categories are classed as ‘ancillary’ and include: 

 privately owned or occupied domestic properties on the school site (e.g. 

caretaker’s bungalows) 

 observatories 

 storage sheds 

 externally funded leisure facilities 

 secure children’s homes 

Standalone buildings classified as non-educational use will have full condition data collected 

if the school retains maintenance responsibilities for the building. Examples of this are 

dedicated children’s centre buildings or dedicated private nursery buildings on the school site 

which the school leases to the occupying group. 

Shared buildings and leased rooms  

Some school buildings will reflect a mixture of educational use and non-educational use. A 

school may lease part of its main building to a children’s centre or a classroom to a private 

afterschool club, for example. Where this is the case, the block (or building) will still have a 

full condition assessment undertaken as part of the CDC process. Surveyors will need 

access to these areas irrespective of use by external users. Schools will need to agree this 

with the groups or organisations occupying space within their building before the data 

collection takes place.   

Schools and establishments NOT included in the CDC programme 

The following education establishments are not covered by the CDC programme, and will not 

be visited (nor have block summary data collected): 

 privately owned nurseries (unless leasing premises on a school’s site) 

 schools that are owned and operated in perpetuity by a third party (such as 

hospital schools)     

 iIndependent specialist providers  
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 specialist post-16 institutions 

 further education colleges  

 off-site children’s centres  

 off-site secure children’s homes (irrespective of ownership) 

 off-site caretakers houses (irrespective of ownership) 

 off-site privately funded nurseries (irrespective of ownership) 

 sure-start centres  

Development of the CDC programme 

The CDC programme will continue to provide condition data at the level of individual ‘blocks’ 

that were identified under the PDS (which will be updated where needed). This will help the 

ESFA analyse changes in the condition of blocks over time. The CDC will continue to use the 

‘A to D’ condition grading scheme used in the PDS, although surveyors will now be able to 

apply these grades in a more flexible manner. 

For the first time, the CDC will also record information on the availability of each school’s 

building management and compliance documentation. This information is described in more 

detail in the CDC Guide to Completing the School Questionnaire. 

The PDS provided a consistent measure of condition across the school estate, but the 

feedback received from schools and responsible bodies indicated that there were several 

aspects that could be improved upon. The CDC methodology has been re-designed with this 

feedback in mind, and includes: 

 improved communication with schools and responsible bodies before, during and 

after the school visit 

 greater consideration of local knowledge about buildings and condition to help 

provide context for surveyors as they collect condition data 

 a more thorough and immediate quality assurance (QA) process for the data 

collected 

 quicker release of information following completion of data collection and QA 

processes, and the ability to use that information more flexibly (by importing into 

spreadsheet software, for example) 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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 improved methodologies and data structures for hidden and hard to access parts of 

buildings, such as drainage elements and mechanical and electrical (M&E) 

services 

 an increased requirement for surveyors to provide supporting information for their 

assessment of roof condition (such as photos) 

Use of CDC data by schools and responsible bodies  

The ESFA hope that data collected during the CDC programme is helpful to schools and 

responsible bodies.  For example, it can be used to: 

 contribute to a broader view of condition need at a school 

 bring to a school’s attention some condition issues which they might have 

previously been unaware of 

 provide good photographic evidence of condition issues which can be used to 

instruct contractors, support bids for funding (Condition Improvement Fund bids, for 

example), and support a review of building condition 

 provide a view of roof condition that is not normally seen 

CDC data should not be used in isolation to develop local maintenance programmes because 

it is less detailed than condition data held by schools or responsible bodies. The CDC 

surveyors will undertake a visual inspection only and so will not access roof voids, remove 

ceiling tiles or test any ‘plant’ equipment such as boilers and heaters. 

For example, the CDC data won’t identify individual areas of a roof that require replacement. 

Nor will it collect any cost estimate data relating to repair or replacement. This means that 

schools and responsible bodies should continue to collect and use their own condition data 

and intelligence to inform their capital maintenance programmes.   

CDC data does not replace locally held condition surveys 

The information collected during the CDC programme does not and is not 

intended to replace any of the current arrangements that exist at responsible 

body or school level to gather detailed building condition survey data.   

CDC data will be used by the ESFA to target aggregated funding allocations. 

It is  not suitable for informing individual school level investment decisions 

without additional information.   
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Data collected by the CDC programme 

The CDC programme focuses on collecting: 

 high level contextual data about the school, the site(s) and the buildings within it 

 condition data for each building, or ‘block’ on the site 

 information about key building management and compliance documentation that is 

available on site 

Asset / contextual data 

This is summary data which describes the estate and the buildings within it. This includes  

size, construction type and contextual information (such as listed building status and known 

planning restrictions, for example). Schools and other establishments need to provide some 

contextual information about their site. This should be via the school questionnaire, prior to 

the site visit by surveyors. Further detail on the school questionnaire is contained in the CDC 

Guide to Completing the School Questionnaire.  

Condition data 

Condition data describes, at a high level, the condition of a building or ‘block’. Condition 

grades “A” to “D” are used to denote condition. Priority grades "1" to "4" are used to denote 

the priority of remedial action. 

This data is collected by surveyors when visiting the school site. Schools will be able to 

inform surveyors of any known condition issues during the 'pre data collection meeting'. The 

pre data collection meeting takes place before the surveyors begin assessing condition of the 

school buildings.  

See the How Condition is Measured section on page 32 of this document and the CDC 

Technical Reference Manual Part 1 for more detail on how condition will be assessed. 

Compliance / Management data 

Compliance and building management data refers to the certificates and reports which 

should be present on each school’s site. These include asbestos registers, electrical and 

fixed wiring test certificates and fire risk assessments. Surveyors will check to see if 

compliance documentation exists when they visit the site, during the pre-data collection 

meeting. However, they will not audit the content of the documents.  

The CDC Guide to completing the School Questionnaire contains details and examples of the 

types of documentation schools are asked to verify. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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Data not collected by the CDC 

The CDC process will not collect certain types of information. Information that will not be 

collected by the CDC includes: 

 detailed energy efficiency and building performance data 

 detailed maintenance requirements or plans 

 Asset Management Plan (AMP) suitability data 

 sufficiency / Net Capacity data 

Surveyors will not test plant or mechanical equipment (such as boilers and air conditioning 

units). However, the existence of any required test certification (‘management data’) for these 

items of equipment will be verified by the surveyors, and may inform their assessment of 

condition.  

Accessing CDC data 

Data that has passed the quality assurance process will be made available to schools and 

responsible bodies via the CDC Portal. Data will be downloadable to allow for subsequent 

analysis. PDF reports including site plans and block photographs will be available, as they 

were under the PDS. 

Who to contact 

Schools should direct all queries to their surveying organisation in the first instance. Contact 

details for your surveying organisation will be provided in the introductory letter from the 

surveying organisation, sent to schools at the beginning of each ‘tranche’ (see Section 3 for 

more information on tranches). General queries and comment about the CDC programme 

should be made via the ESFA enquiries online contact form.  

Schools are able to provide feedback on their site visit and content of their CDC School 

Report via the CDC School Feedback Survey, which is issued after the School Report has 

been released on the CDC Portal. 

Responsible bodies (including dioceses) are also able to provide feedback to the ESFA. 

General communication and announcements about the CDC programme take place at 

regular intervals via the ESFA e-bulletin. The e-bulletin is also used to announce new 

information about the programme when it is uploaded onto GOV.UK. Your responsible body 

will be aware of the CDC programme and will be able to check which of their schools are 

scheduled for inclusion by accessing the CDC Portal. 

 

http://www.education.gov.uk/efa-enquiry-form
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Section 2: Roles and responsibilities 

The role of schools during the CDC 

Schools have a critical role to play in the delivery of the CDC programme.   

Full details of what is required from schools and when, is given within the How the CDC 

process works in practice section of this document. 

However, in summary, schools are asked to: 

 agree a date for the site visit by surveyors, which will last for up to a day 

 confirm any specific safeguarding requirements with the surveying organisation, 

before they visit. 

 confirm user details for access to the online CDC Portal  

 complete the online school questionnaire before the site visit, which will collect 

contextual information about the school and the site 

 ensure building management and compliance documentation is available for 

surveyors to check during the pre-data collection meeting 

 meet with the surveyors on the day of the site visit to discuss the site and the 

information provided in the school questionnaire 

 ensure surveyors have full access to all areas of the site when they are collecting 

condition data 

The role of surveying organisations 

The ESFA have contracted four surveying organisations to collect condition data for school 

sites. The surveying organisations will work nationally to collect data to help ensure 

consistency. They will: 

 provide surveyors for each site visit 

 arrange the site visits with schools  

 undertake the CDC site visits and collect condition data for each site 

 notify schools of any Health and Safety concerns which require the immediate 

attention of the school 
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The surveying organisation is the main point of contact for schools in relation to the CDC 

school visit and the pre-visit questionnaire.  

A further organisation will work along-side the four surveying organisations and the ESFA. 

They will undertake quality assurance and programme management functions across the 

programme. This organisation is known as the 'Technical Services Management' 

organisation, or TSM. 

The role of the surveyors 

Each site will be visited by surveyors (or a surveyor) with appropriate experience of buildings 

and of mechanical and electrical installations. The surveyors will adhere to your school’s 

safeguarding policy whilst on site, so you must provide details of this at the same time that 

you agree the site visit date. This includes any need for DBS clearance, should your 

safeguarding policy require it. 

The surveyors will: 

 visit your site at the agreed time and date 

 meet with you to discuss your completed school questionnaire and other items on 

the pre-data collection meeting agenda 

 request to see all building management documentation and compliance 

certification which you hold (this will need to be prepared by you in advance of the 

meeting) 

 undertake a block-by-block walk round of the school to collect condition data 

The role of the Education and Skills Funding Agency 

The ESFA will monitor the performance of the surveying organisations and TSM as the 

programme progresses. The ESFA will make sure that information about the programme is 

communicated to all schools and responsible bodies involved in the programme. The ESFA 

will also run some feedback workshops and stakeholder groups with schools and responsible 

bodies throughout the programme.  

The role of responsible bodies 

In this document, the term ‘Responsible bodies’ refers to those with responsibility for the 

capital maintenance of the site. It also refers to those who own the site (or act as the contact 

for the site owners) but are not responsible for maintenance. They include local authorities, 

multi academy trusts, charitable trusts and foundations, and dioceses/diocesan boards of 

education (see Table 1 on page 11 for responsible bodies for each establishment type). 
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Responsible bodies will not be asked by the surveying organisations to supply information 

during the CDC programme. Schools are encouraged to contact their responsible body if they 

are unsure about any of the information requested via the School Questionnaire.   

Responsible bodies will be made aware of the planned of CDC visits to any of their schools 

at the beginning of each tranche (see Section 3 for an explanation of tranches). 
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Section 3: How the CDC works in practice  

Selection of schools for visits 

The ESFA will identify schools for site visits in 6 month batches, known as ‘tranches’. The 

schools within each tranche are selected by the ESFA so that they are representative of all 

schools that will be visited under the CDC programme. The timing of each school’s visit 

within a tranche is determined by the surveying organisation. 

There are six tranches in total which will run consecutively over the course of the programme 

between 2017 and 2019. Each tranche contains around 3700 schools and runs for up to 6 

months. The programme aims to complete two tranches per year.   

Initial letters of introduction from the ESFA and the relevant surveying organisation will be 

sent to schools at the beginning of each tranche. At some point after you have received the 

letters of introduction, you will be written to again by your surveying organisation with a 

proposed site visit date, which you are asked to confirm. This second letter from your 

surveying organisation will be issued a minimum of 35 days before your proposed site visit, 

but can be issued at any time over the course of a tranche and will likely be issued more than 

35 days before your proposed visit. 

The surveyor’s visit will usually take between half a day and a full day depending on the size 

and complexity of your site. The data gathered will normally be shared with you within 8 to 10 

weeks of your site visit, following completion of the quality assurance process (although this 

may take longer during the initial months of the programme).  
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Headline CDC process summary 

The CDC process follows five basic stages. These stages can be split into ‘before’, ‘during’ 

and ‘after’ the Site Visit stage itself.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Process summary and school actions diagram 

 

The sections below explain, in order, what will occur and what actions you will need to take in 

each stage. 

1. Mobilisation and Planning Stage 

All the site visits that take place during the CDC Programme take place within one of six 

tranches. The department will publish lists of all the schools included in a tranche on 

GOV.UK before a tranche commences. If your school features in a tranche list, this tells you, 

for the first time, that a CDC site visit to your school is planned at some point during that 

tranche (i.e. within the next six months). 

1.1 Letters of introduction and setup of CDC Portal account 

At the beginning of each tranche, every school within the tranche will receive two letters, 

which will be received at the same time): 

 letter of Introduction from ESFA 

 letter of Introduction from surveying organisation 

Up to 6 months 
before site visit

• Mobilisation 
and Planning 
Stage

minimum of 5 
weeks before visit

• Pre - Site Visit 
stage

1 day

• Site Visit / Data 
Collection stage

+ 4-8 weeks 
(approx)

• Quality 
Assurance stage

within 8-10 Weeks 
(approx)

• Data publication 
stage

Main School Actions: 

 Agree date of site visit 

 Confirm CDC Portal user 

details 

 Brief other site & building 

users 

 Confirm safeguarding 

requirements 

Main School Actions: 

 Meet with Surveyors (Pre-

Data Collection meeting) 

 Provide Compliance 

documentation  

 Confirm surveyors have 

accessed all areas of site 

 Provide sign off to confirm 

that the site visit has 

taken place  

Main School Actions: 

 Access CDC data via 

CDC Portal 

 Provide feedback via 

School Feedback 

Survey (optional) 

 

Main School Actions: 

 Confirm user details 

for CDC Portal 

 Complete School 

Questionnaire 

 Nominate main 

school contact 

 Brief school office / 

reception staff 
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The letter from the surveying organisation asks you to provide name and email contact 

details of your preferred CDC Portal user to enable your account to be set up. You will then 

be emailed a link which you will need to access to complete your CDC Portal account set up. 

The CDC Portal hosts the school questionnaire (and ultimately the CDC School Report once 

it has been made available).  

Activate your CDC Portal account within 14 days 

Schools will be emailed a link from noreply@kykloud.com  which will expire 

after 14 days. 

You will need to request a new email from your surveying organisation if your 

link has expired.   

 

Schools are encouraged to complete their School Questionnaire soon after their CDC Portal 

account has been set up. 

Once the tranche lists have been published, surveying organisations will spend time planning 

a schedule of site visits for their schools within the tranche. They will write to you again when 

they are ready to confirm a site visit date with you (see ‘Pre-visit stage, below). 

Catholic and Church of England schools will need to ensure that surveyors have consent 

from the relevant diocese or diocesan board of education. 

1.2 Choosing the school contact for the CDC 

It is important that you nominate somebody to be your main point of contact for the CDC 

process. The school contact does not need to be the head teacher or principal, although this 

may be appropriate for smaller sites without a dedicated site manager. Your nominated 

contact does not have to be the same person as your CDC Portal user. The school contact 

must be someone who: 

 knows and understands your school site and its buildings 

 has knowledge of your ongoing maintenance / condition issues 

 has access to building management and compliance documentation 

 is able to meet with the surveyors for up to an hour on the day of the site visit, 

before the main site data collection takes place 

mailto:noreply@kykloud.com
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1.3 Pre-visit school questionnaire 

Schools are asked to complete a web-based questionnaire before the site visit takes place. 

The questionnaire asks schools for general contextual site information. They also need to 

confirm the existence of certain building compliance / management documentation.  

When to complete your school questionnaire 

Schools should complete the School Questionnaire soon after they receive 

the letters of introduction. Where possible, this should be completed before 

they receive their site visit notification letter from the surveying organisation, 

where at all possible.   

An account on the CDC Portal is required to complete the school 

questionnaire. 

 

A list of the data requested via the school questionnaire is contained in the CDC Guide to 

Completing the School Questionnaire. The questionnaire is accessed via the CDC Portal, 

and will: 

 confirm your ‘nominated CDC contact’ details with the surveying organisation 

 help the visiting surveyors familiarise themselves with the site before they visit 

 provide useful information about each establishment and its site to the ESFA 

 enable schools to indicate the existence of mandatory compliance documents that 

are held on site 

Instructions for accessing the CDC Portal and the School Questionnaire will be provided to 

schools by the surveying organisation in their letter of introduction to the school. 

1.4 Briefing school office / reception staff about the CDC 

It is important to make sure that staff working in school office or reception teams are aware of 

the CDC programme. This is so that emails and phone calls from the surveying organisations 

reach the right person.  Schools should try to raise awareness of the CDC programme with 

relevant staff, as appropriate, and share details of the school’s main CDC contact. 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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1. Mobilisation and 
Planning Stage 

School actions summary 

Comments 

 

Confirm user details for 
CDC Portal and complete 
account set up. 

You will need to supply the name and contact details of the person 

who you want to be able to access the CDC Portal. This person will 

access the CDC Portal in order to complete the School Questionnaire 

and will be able to download completed condition reports once they 

have been made available. 

Complete online School 
Questionnaire. 

The School Questionnaire is accessed via the CDC Portal. You will be 

emailed a link – please keep this email safe! 

Your responsible body will be able to help if you are unsure about any 

of the information requested in the questionnaire. 

Further details on the information schools are asked to supply are 

contained in the CDC Guide to Completing the School Questionnaire  

Ensure that reception or 
office staff are aware of 
the CDC programme and 
know who the school’s 
CDC contact is. 

This will help ensure that CDC related emails and phone calls from the 

surveying organisation reach the right person. 

Table 2: School actions required during Mobilisation and Planning Stage 

 

2. Pre-visit stage 

2.1 SO preparation and issue of ‘site visit-scheduling’ letter 

Once the surveying organisation has decided when they would like to visit your site, they will 

check for any data made available to them by the ESFA that was collected during the PDS 

programme. The surveying organisation will then carry out desk-based work required before 

the site visit, and will appoint surveyors to visit the school. 

Your surveying organisation will formally contact you again at least 35 days before the 

intended site visit. The letter (or email) will provide details of the intended date of the school 

visit, and the names of the surveyors who will attend. It will also give details on what you 

need to prepare for the site visit.  In most cases, this letter will be sent more than 35 days 

before the intended site visit.  

Where a proposed school visit falls at the beginning of a tranche, the site visit scheduling 

letter may be sent at the same time as the letters of introduction described in paragraph 1.1, 

above. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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The letter will ask you to confirm your site visit date, and to complete your school 

questionnaire if you have not already done so. You will also need to make sure that you 

agree your safeguarding requirements with the surveying organisation (including the 

documentation you will need to see) before they visit.  Catholic and Church or England 

schools should check that surveyors have consent from the relevant diocese or diocesan 

board of education. 

2.2 Quality assurance: shadow visits 

We will select a small number of schools for ‘Shadow Visits’ as part of the CDC programme’s 

QA measures. You will be notified at least 21 days before the intended site visit if your school 

has been selected for a shadow visit. On the day of the site visit, an additional surveyor will 

be present on site to ‘shadow’ the main surveyors in their data collection activities. They will 

discuss the performance and behaviour of the main surveyors with you. 

2.3 Agreeing a date for the site visit 

Schools should make all reasonable efforts to accommodate the site visit. This will support 

the ESFA in maximising the value for money of the CDC programme. This means that you 

may be asked to accommodate a site visit outside of term time (including summer holiday 

periods).   

If, due to exceptional circumstances, you are unable to accommodate the visit on the 

suggested date, you will need to contact your surveying organisation as soon as possible.   

Cancellation of previously agreed appointments should also be avoided unless absolutely 

necessary. 

The ESFA expects that visits should go ahead as planned, unless: 

 your school has experienced a recent major building related incident which will prevent 

surveyors assessing condition (e.g. through flooding) 

 

 your school is due to close or move to new premises in the near future, and the old 

buildings will not be retained for educational use. 

If your school is due to close or move to new premises, please let your Surveying 

Organisation know. 
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Cancelling previously arranged visits 

If, due to exceptional circumstances, you need to cancel a previously 

arranged visit, please try to inform your surveying organisation at least 10 

working days before the arranged visit date.   

This helps prevent abortive costs, and gives the surveying organisation more 

time to reallocate the surveyor and engineer to another site visit. 

 

If surveyors are unable to access areas of the site on the day of the site visit, they will not be 

able to return to collect this information at a later date. This might mean that the information 

collected does not provide an accurate assessment of the condition of your school. 

In some cases (such as with large or complex school sites), surveyors may need more than 

one day to collect CDC data. Your surveying organisation will inform you whether more time 

on site is required when they make contact with you. 

2.4 Brief other building users about the CDC site visit 

Schools may not have regular access to some areas within buildings that are leased to other 

organisations, such as children’s centres. Surveyors will need access to all areas when they 

visit the site (as described in the Shared buildings and leased rooms section on page 12). It 

is important that any access arrangements for these areas are put in place before the day of 

the site visit.  

When a date has been agreed with the surveying organisation, schools will need to ensure 

that the date is communicated to any other groups or organisations that use buildings or 

areas of buildings on the site. This is so that they can brief their own staff and ensure that 

surveyors can access their areas when walking the site. 

 

2. Pre-site visit stage 

School actions summary 

Comments 

 Agree date of site visit with surveying 

organisation. 

The site visit date may not be in term time. 

 Nominate a representative for your 

school during the CDC (the ‘school 

contact’). 

This will be the main point of contact at the school 

for surveyors, and will attend the pre-data 

collection meeting.   
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2. Pre-site visit stage 

School actions summary 

Comments 

 Make surveying organisation aware of 

your safeguarding policy at the same 

time that you agree the date of the 

site visit. 

Crucially, the surveyors will need to know about 

any specific documentation you will need to see 

when they arrive on site (such as DBS certification, 

if required by your safeguarding policy). 

 Begin preparing compliance and 

building management documentation. 

The surveyors will ask to see this documentation 

during the site visit meeting. 

 Tell any non-school groups or 

organisations that share the use of 

buildings or parts of buildings on your 

site about the scheduled CDC site 

visit. 

Independent organisations such as children’s 

centres will need to be aware that surveyors will be 

visiting (and will require access to the areas they 

occupy) so that they can brief their own staff and 

make any arrangements necessary.   

 Schedule a meeting between the 

school contact and the surveyors.  

This meeting is a vital part of the CDC and will 

need to take place as soon as the surveyors 

arrive and have signed in. This is likely to be 

early in the morning for most schools, although for 

smaller schools it may be in the middle of the day.  

This ensures that the surveyors have enough time 

to meet with you and complete the walk-around 

data collection within one day. 

A detailed description of set discussion items for 

this meeting is given Annex C and in the ‘site visit 

and data collection’ section below. 

Table 3: School actions required during Pre-Site Visit stage 
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3. Site visit and data collection stage 

Requested compliance documentation 
The CDC programme asks schools to confirm the existence of ten key 

building compliance documents. Schools need to have these documents 

ready on the day of the visit: 

 electrical test certificate (5 year fixed wiring test) 

 emergency lighting inspection certificate 

 fire alarm inspection certificate 

 ire risk assessments 

 water safety, hygiene and legionella documentation 

 gas safety test report (if applicable)  

 asbestos register 

 asbestos management plan 

 lift and hoist certificates (if applicable) 

 passenger lift insurance inspection certificate (if applicable) 

Descriptions and some examples of these documents are contained in the 

CDC Guide to Completing the School Questionnaire document. 

 

3.1 Sign in 

The surveyors will attend at the agreed time and date and will follow all school site signing in 

requirements. 

3.2 Pre-data collection meeting 

The school contact will need to meet with the visiting surveyors on the day of the visit, before 

they begin walking the site to collect condition data. This meeting is a critical part of the CDC 

process and serves several main purposes. The meeting lasts no longer than an hour and 

follows a set agenda (reproduced in Annex C). 

If the school contact is not the Headteacher, they do not need to be present at this meeting. 

Where multiple schools share the same site, the surveying organisation may try to arrange a 

single meeting between all schools involved, where this is possible. If a single facilities 

management organisation has site-wide day-to-day building management responsibility for a 

multiple school site, they should attend the meeting.  

Schools should use this meeting to: 

 confirm any site induction procedures 

 confirm safeguarding arrangements  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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 confirm policy on taking photographs on the school site 

 inform surveyors of any condition or health and safety related issues / or areas of 

concern 

The Surveyor will use this meeting to: 

 discuss the results of the completed school questionnaire 

 familiarise themselves with the site and any known condition issues before beginning 

the main data collection for each block 

 confirm the existence of required building management / compliance documentation 

on site 

3.3 Block by block data collection 

After the pre-data collection meeting, the surveyors will assess each block on the school’s 

site. They will need access to all areas, including those areas that are restricted. It may be 

appropriate for a caretaker to open up locked and / or restricted areas as required.  

The surveyors will adhere to your safeguarding policy at all times. You should ensure you 

have discussed this with them before the pre-site visit takes place. If your safeguarding policy 

requires that surveyors should be accompanied on site, then you will need to arrange this in 

advance of the site visit. The surveyors will take a photograph of every block that they 

inspect, and will adhere to any policy you have in place relating to taking of photographs. 

The How Condition is Measured section of this document describes how condition issues will 

be recorded by the surveyors. 

3.4 Notification of health and safety risks 

If, during the site visit, the surveyors notice any major and immediate health and safety risks 

and / or risks to life of the building occupants that need your immediate attention, they will 

notify you before they leave the site. In the case of Catholic and Church of England schools, 

the relevant diocese or diocesan board of education will also be notified. Examples of these 

risks include: 

 risk of collapse 

 risk of falling object 

 risk of falls from height 

 risk of exposure to hazardous materials 
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 risk of electrocution 

 gas safety related risk 

 risk of carbon monoxide poisoning 

Minor risks such as trip hazards (raised carpet tiles, for example) will not be reported.   

3.5 Sign out 

The Surveyors will leave site adhering to any signing out procedures. 

3. Site visit and data collection 

School actions summary 

Comments 

 Meet with visiting surveyors (the “Pre-data 

collection” meeting) 

The meeting will last up to an hour. 

See Pre-data collection meeting section and 

Annex C of this document for more details.  

 Pre-data collection meeting:  

o Provide surveyors with a floor plan if 

required 

It is important that the surveyors have an up to 

date floor plan to help familiarise themselves with 

the site as they collect data.   

If you don’t have a floor plan available, you may 

be able to obtain one from your responsible body. 

If no floor plan is available from your responsible 

body, a photocopy of a fire plan is also acceptable 

provided it is fully up to date. 

 Pre-data collection meeting:   

o Share all building compliance 

certificates and documentation with 

surveyors 

See CDC Guide to Completing the School 

Questionnaire for further details of these 

documents. 

 Ensure surveyors can access all areas 

required. 

It may be appropriate for the site manager or 

caretaker to accompany the Surveyors to open up 

any restricted areas. 

 Confirm that the surveyors have visited all 

blocks and buildings on the site. 

At the end of the site visit, the school contact will 

be asked to confirm that the surveyors have 

visited all areas of the school site.  

Table 4: School actions required during site visit and data collection stage 

  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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4. Quality assurance stage 

Once all the data has been collected by surveyors during the site-visit, the data will be 

checked and validated by the surveying organisation and the technical services management 

organisation contracted by the ESFA. This will make sure that the data is accurate. As a 

rough guide, this process is expected to take between eight and ten weeks, depending on the 

size and complexity of your school. The process may take longer during the initial months of 

the programme. There is no school involvement during this stage unless your school has 

been selected for a repeat site visit as part of the quality assurance processes. 

4.1 Quality assurance: repeat site visits 

A small number of schools will be selected for repeat site visit on a separate day to help 

make sure that high quality and consistent data is gathered during the programme. These will 

be arranged with you and undertaken in the same way as the main site visit. If you are 

selected for a repeat visit, you will be contacted by another surveying organisation. The 

process will be similar to that described above. 

4. Quality assurance stage 

School actions summary 

Comments 

None, unless school is selected for repeat 
site visit for QA purposes. If selected, the 
standard site visit process will be followed 
(see Table 4, above). 

 

Table 5: School actions required during quality assurance stage 

5. Data release stage 

Once it has been collected and quality assured, the CDC data will be made available to both 

your school and your responsible body via the CDC Portal. Separate guidance will be 

provided on how to access the data. Every school will also be issued with a link to a School 

Feedback Survey (see below), which will allow you to tell us about how your visit went and 

submit comments on the content of your CDC School Report. 

Schools will only be able to view and download their own data, and will not be able to access 

data relating to other schools. Responsible bodies will be able to access the data relating to 

all the schools under their remit. 

5.1 School Feedback Survey 

A link to a short School Feedback Survey will be emailed to schools after their CDC School 

Report has been made available on the CDC Portal. This will usually occur within two weeks 

of your report becoming available, or, if this would fall outside of term time, the email will be 

issued soon after the beginning of the next term.   
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The School Feedback Survey gives schools the opportunity to comment on aspects of their 

site visit (such as surveyor punctuality), and the data presented in the CDC School Report.   

Providing feedback is optional. If you do choose to submit feedback, it needs be received 

within three weeks of the survey link being issued. Submission will not be possible after this 

period has elapsed. 

If comments you provide via the School Feedback Survey indicate a material issue with the 

content of your CDC School Report, the ESFA may (at their discretion), choose to raise the 

issue with your surveying organisation. In some cases, they may contact you or your 

responsible body or bodies to discuss the issues raised and reissue of your report. 

Responsible bodies will also be invited to give feedback on the content of CDC School 

Reports.   

Material issues with the content of the CDC School Report 
 
Certain types of issue will prompt further investigation by the surveying 
organisation. Examples of material issues include: 
 

 report does not present data for all blocks (i.e. data is missing) 

 report is missing site / block plan, or block photos 

 photo annexe missing from report. 

 major issues with data (such as new and obviously ‘good’ condition 
buildings assessed as being in poor condition). 

 
Less material issues such as minor disagreement over condition grade or 
priority rating will not normally be considered unless there are exceptional 
circumstances. 
 

 

5. Data release stage 

School actions required 

Comments 

 Access completed CDC 
data via the CDC Portal 

 Provide feedback via the 
School Feedback Survey 
(optional) 

 

Your CDC Portal user will be able to download CDC 
data when it has been made available. Separate 
guidance will be provided to schools and responsible 
bodies covering how to access the CDC data for their 
schools. 

 

A link to the School Feedback Survey will be emailed 
to schools after their CDC Report has been made 
available.  

Table 6: School actions required during data release stage 
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Section 4: How condition is measured 

Blocks 

Blocks are individual buildings or parts of buildings. A single school or an establishment will 

sometimes contain several blocks, although some may comprise a single block only.  

Surveyors will collect condition data for each of the blocks that are identified. 

A block may not be an individual building in isolation; sometimes a single building will contain 

many blocks. Blocks will generally refer to individual buildings or parts of buildings that are of 

a particular age or of a particular construction type. External areas are also a ‘Block’ for the 

purposes of the CDC programme. 

 

 

Figure 1: Example block referencing in relation to buildings 

 

Surveyors will verify Block references created during the PDS when on site.  Where new 

buildings have been constructed or demolished since the PDS (or if your site was not 

included in the PDS), new block references will be created or deleted by the surveying 

organisation as required. 
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Condition grades and priority ratings 

The surveyors will assign condition grades and priority ratings to form the assessment of 

"condition need" for each element of each block during the site visit. Elements are the 

components that make up each block, such as roofs, windows, walls and so on. The 

condition grade will reflect the physical condition of the block element, and the priority rating 

describes when that element is likely to require remedial action. The condition grades and 

priority ratings are outlined in the table below. 

A complete list of the construction elements is contained in the CDC Technical Reference 

Manual Part 1. 

Condition Grade Priority Grade 

A Good – Performing as intended. 4 

More than 5 years before 

remedial action required (default 

priority for Condition Grade A). 

B 
Satisfactory – Performing as intended, but 

exhibiting minor deterioration. 
3 

Remedial action required within 

3-5 years. 

C 
Poor – Exhibiting major defects and/or not 

operating as intended. 
2 

Remedial action required within 

1-2 years. 

D 
Bad – Life expired and/or serious risk of 

imminent failure. 
1 

Immediate remedial action or 

replacement required (default 

priority for Condition Grade D). 

X 

Supplementary grading assigned in addition to 

‘B’ and ‘C’ to indicate where repair is impossible 

and complete replacement will be required.   

  

 

The surveyors will consider whether a single condition grade is appropriate for each element, 

or if there is evidence of a range of different condition grades. If a range of Condition Grades 

is appropriate, the element will be recorded with a % proportion for each relevant grade (A, B, 

C or D). For example, surveyors may assess the condition of the ‘windows’ element in a 

block to be 20% “C” and 80% “B”. 

In addition, the ‘X’ condition grade will be added to a ‘B’ or ‘C’ grade where the surveyors are 

of the view that it will not be possible to repair the assessed building element and a complete 

replacement is required. For example, a boiler may be assessed as “C-X” if the surveyor 

judges it to be in poor condition but is aware that it is obsolete and that it will no longer be 

possible to get the necessary spare parts due to its age.   

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/condition-data-collection-programme-information-and-guidance
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Up to 6 months 
before site visit

•Mobilisation 
and Planning 
stage

minimum of 5 
weeks before visit

•Pre - Site Visit 
stage

1 day

•Site Visit / Data 
Collection stage

+ 4-8 weeks 
(approx)

•Quality 
Assurance stage

within 8-10 Weeks 
(approx)

•Data 
publication 
stage

Key activities: 

 Sites chosen for CDC visit 

 Letters of introduction from ESFA 

and surveying organisation (SO) 

issued to schools in Tranche 

 Initial site information template 

populated/collated by SO 

 School completes pre-visit School 

Questionnaire  

 

Key activities: 

 School contacted by 

SO with ‘site visit’ 

letter 

 Site visit date 

confirmed 

 Safeguarding 

requirements 

confirmed 

 

Key activities: 

 Pre – data collection 

meeting with school 

 Compliance 

documentation verified 

by SO 

 Data collection takes 

place 

 School notified of 

major H&S issues 

Key activities: 

 Data uploaded by SO 

 Data verified by SO 

 Data verified by ESFA 

 

Key activities: 

 Data and reports made 

available to schools and 

Responsible Bodies 

 School Feedback Survey 

issued 

 School Feedback Survey 

comments assessed 

 Responsible body feedback 

invited 

Before Site Visit After Site Visit During Site Visit 

Main school actions required: 

 Confirm CDC Portal user 

details 

 Nominate main school 

contact 

 Complete school 

questionnaire 

 Brief office / reception staff 

Main school actions required: 

 Meet with Surveyors (Pre-Data 

Collection meeting) 

 Provide Compliance documentation  

 Confirm surveyors have accessed all 

areas of site 

 Provide sign off to confirm that site 

visit has taken place 

Main school actions required: 

 Access CDC data via CDC Portal 

 Provide feedback via School 

Feedback Survey (optional) 

Main school actions required: 

 Agree date of site visit 

 Confirm CDC Portal user details 

 Brief other site & building users 

 Confirm safeguarding requirements 

 Collate compliance documentation  
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CDC Stage School Actions Required When 

1. Mobilisation and 
planning stage 

Tranche list publication: await letters of introduction from ESFA surveying 
organisation. 

At least 4 weeks before proposed site visit. 

 Intro letters issued: Confirm CDC Portal user details. Within 1 week of receipt of introductory letter. 

 Intro letters issued: Complete online school questionnaire. Before start of Pre-site visit stage. 

 Nominate a school contact for the CDC, and brief office / reception staff about 
the CDC. 

After initial contact. 

2. Pre-site visit stage ‘Site visit scheduling’ letter issued by SO: Agree date of site visit with surveying 
organisation. 

Within 1 week of receipt of ‘site visit scheduling’ letter. 

 Collate compliance and building management documentation. Before site visit. 

 Brief other building users about CDC site visit. Before site visit (with a good amount of notice if 
possible). 

 Schedule a meeting between the school contact and the Surveyors for early on 
the day of the site visit. 

Before site visit. 

3. Site visit / data 
collection stage 

Meet with visiting surveyors (the “pre-data collection” meeting). Immediately after the surveyors have signed in. 

Provide surveyors with a floor plan if required. During pre-data collection meeting. 

Share all building compliance certificates and documentation with Surveyors. During pre-data collection meeting. 

Ensure surveyors can access all areas required whilst on site. Following pre-data collection meeting. 

Confirm surveyors have visited all areas of the school site. At the end of the site visit. 

4. Quality assurance 
stage 

None.  

5. Data release stage Access completed CDC data via the CDC Portal.  

 

Usually within eight to ten weeks following the site 
visit. 

 Provide feedback via School Feedback Survey (optional) Within three weeks of receiving link to Feedback 
Survey 
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The Pre-data collection meeting takes place at the school on the day of the 

site visit, and takes no more than one hour. It follows a predetermined list of 

topics for discussion, described below: 

1. Introduction to the CDC  

 confirmation of the purpose of the pre-data collection meeting 

 provision of a brief scope outline of the CDC, confirming that it is 

capture of high level data, is non-intrusive and that there is no 

testing of systems or plant 

 confirmation of the proposed data capture approach that will be 

followed 

 advice on the anticipated data capture timing 

 confirmation/agreement of photograph taking protocol  

 

2. Health & Safety 

 confirmation of any site induction procedures that need to be 

followed with regards to Health & Safety 

 establish if there are any hazardous areas or areas which may 

require a permit to work 

 review of the asbestos information available on site, identifying 

any areas that contain asbestos 

 establish if there are any current areas of concern with regards 

to Health and Safety 

 establish if any maintenance or other works are occurring which 

may impede data collection 
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3. Maintenance Information 

 identification of whether or not there are any re-occurring 

maintenance problems 

 establish if there is any specialist maintenance required at the 

site which needs to be considered 

 review of any building management and maintenance 

documentation available (inspection and test certificates, etc) 

 establish if the school operates a planned or reactive 

maintenance programme 

 

4.  Capital Expenditure 

 establish whether there has been any capital expenditure or new 

blocks added to the site (or demolished) in the past 5 years 

 

5. School Site Operations 

 confirmation of access arrangements, where the surveyors may 

need to be accompanied and any restrictions, e.g. sensitive 

areas such as toilets, examinations in progress, plant rooms, 

locked rooms, rooms with access controls, etc. 

 confirmation of the welfare situation, i.e. which toilets can be 

used and where the surveyors can have lunch or breaks 

 confirmation of emergency arrangements; i.e. dedicated fire 

assembly point and whether there is any planned alarm test 

during the day 

 confirmation of emergency contact on site 

 confirmation of school timetable, i.e. start time, breaks and finish 

time (including any after school clubs) 
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6. Other Useful Information 

 discussion of any block referencing queries 

 age of blocks 

 any known buildings or parts of buildings that are listed 
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About the CDC 

Will future condition allocations be based on the results of the CDC? 

Condition allocations beyond the 17-18 financial year are yet to be determined 

but, yes, the purpose of the CDC is to collect data on the condition of all 

school buildings, their construction type and further contextual information 

about the site to help inform future capital allocations.  

My school’s premises are brand new. Will we be visited under the CDC, 
and if so what’s in it for us? 

Yes. The CDC records construction type and contextual information about 

each site as well as condition. All of this information is useful and can help 

inform future funding allocations.  

How are the ESFA making sure that the data collected under the CDC 
programme is of high quality? 

There are a number of quality assurance (QA) measures included within the 

CDC methodology: 

Qualifications 

All surveyors engaged in the delivering the CDC programme will have a 

minimum of 3 years' experience assessing building and building services 

condition.  

Every surveying organisation will have a number of lead surveyors who are 

responsible for managing the surveyors and engineers that visit school sites. 

The lead surveyors will have full professional membership of the Royal 

Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS). 

Automated validation of data 

The software that surveyors will use to collect data has been designed to help 

minimise input of invalid data, and requests surveyors double check their 

entry if the information entered is unusual. 

Quality assurance audits 

Some sites will also be selected for QA audits, involving double checking of all 

data collected via repeat site visits, and in some cases a 'shadow audit', 

where the surveyors are shadowed by other surveyors on site to check that 

the CDC methodology is being followed correctly. 
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Why don’t the ESFA use condition data that is already held by schools, 
local authorities, Trustees (including dioceses and diocesan boards of 
education) and academy trusts instead of undertaking the CDC? 

The ESFA and DfE require a consistent picture of school condition need 

across the education estate. Data and information held by individual schools 

and responsible bodies will have been collected using different methodologies 

and approaches. Also, in some cases, no recent data exists at local level.  

The CDC will collect data about all schools using a standardised approach so 

that the data collected is consistent for all schools. 

Why aren’t the ESFA collecting suitability, asbestos or net capacity data 
as part of the CDC? 

Collecting suitability and or asbestos data is beyond the scope of the CDC, 

which is intended to measure the physical condition of the school estate only. 

It would require surveyors to have an entirely different set of key 

competencies and skill sets than those required for the CDC. 

Net Capacity information is currently collected from local authorities via the 

annual School Capacity (SCAP) return. 

What are the ESFA using the School Questionnaire information for? 

The School Questionnaire information serves several purposes. It helps the 

surveying organisation to learn important details about the school’s site and 

its context before they visit. It asks the school to confirm that they have the 

appropriate building management documentation and compliance certificates.  

This reduces the amount of time surveyors need to spend on site. It also 

provides the ESFA with useful information about the usage of school sites by 

third parties and whether any future support may be required to help schools 

manage their sites. 

To whom at my school will letters and communications about the CDC 
be addressed?  

The initial letter of introduction will be addressed to the headteacher or 

principal using contact details obtained from Edubase. A copy will be sent via 

email and post. Please ensure that your school’s Edubase details are up to 

date throughout the duration of the CDC programme! 
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Site visits 

When will my school be visited? 

Your school will be visited at some point between February 2017 and 

September 2019. 

The ESFA will supply a ‘tranche list’ of schools to be visited in each 6 month 

period to the technical services management organisation. They will allocate 

those schools to each surveying organisation. The surveying organisation 

themselves will be responsible for scheduling visits to the schools they have 

been allocated within each 6 month period. They will be responsible for 

arranging visits directly with schools. The ESFA are not involved in this 

process so any queries about scheduling need to be raised with the surveying 

organisation. The tranche list will be published on gov.uk at the beginning of 

each 6 month period. 

You will be contacted by one of the surveying organisations to arrange the 

site visit at least 35 calendar days before they plan to visit your site, and they 

will contact you again before the agreed site visit date to confirm details.   

How long is my site visit likely to take? 

It will vary depending on the size and complexity of your site, but we would 

expect small primary schools to be completed in up to half a day, and larger 

sites (including secondary schools) to take up to a full day. Site visits may 

take longer during the early months of the programme. 

Can my school be scheduled early / late in the programme / in time for 
the next CIF bidding round? 

No. The schools within each six month batch are selected by the ESFA/DfE 

so that they are representative of schools across the entire school building 

estate. This will allow conclusions to be drawn from the data obtained before 

the whole CDC programme has been completed. 

The surveying organisations are responsible for arranging the specific dates 

for schools within each 6 month period. 

Under what circumstances can we ask to reschedule the CDC site visit? 

We ask that schools make every effort to accommodate the visit by surveyors 

on the initially suggested date, but recognise that there may be some 

situations where it makes more sense to rearrange.   
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If you are about to move out of your existing accommodation and into new 

premises, for example, it is better to reschedule the CDC until after you have 

begun operation within the new accommodation. Similarly, if there are 

significant areas of the school in use for exam purposes, it may be sensible to 

suggest an alternative date upon which those areas are more easily 

accessible.  

Once arranged, we ask that site visit dates are honoured unless exceptional 

circumstances apply.  

Will our school be expected to host a site visit during school holiday 
periods? 

Yes. Some visits will need to be undertaken during school holiday periods in 

order to complete all schools within the three-year programme timeframe.   

Will the ESFA pay for our caretaker / site manager / FM provider to open 
up the school during holiday periods? 

No. Schools will need to make all necessary arrangements themselves for 

opening up during holiday periods. 

Will visiting surveyors carry DBS clearance? 

Yes, where required by your school’s safeguarding policy. All surveyors 

visiting your site will be expected to adhere to your school’s safeguarding 

policy. Your surveying organisation will contact you to confirm your 

safeguarding requirements before the site visit. 

Can we use our own surveyors to undertake the CDC? 

No. The ESFA has contracted four surveying organisations who will provide 

professionally qualified surveyors to undertake the data collection and quality 

assurance activities. All of these surveyors have received extensive training in 

the CDC methodology and use of the CDC data collection software to ensure 

a consistent approach to condition assessment and data collection.   
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Pre-visit School Questionnaire 

Where do I complete my school questionnaire? 

It is completed online via the CDC Portal. Instructions on how to access the 

CDC Portal will be provided in the initial letter of introduction issued to schools 

by the surveying organisation. 

I don’t know the answer to some of the questions in the School 
Questionnaire. Who can I go to for help? 

Your responsible body (local authority, MAT, SAT, diocese or governing body) 

will likely be able to help with some of the questions. Responsible bodies will 

be aware that your school is due to be visited under the CDC programme. 

Can my Responsible Body complete my School Questionnaire for me? 

No, this responsibility lies with schools as a lot of the information requested 

(especially the questions around shared usage of the site and buildings) will 

only be known by the schools themselves.  

 

Data collection process 

I have a children’s centre, nursery, or a non school use building on my 
site. Will the surveyors need to collect data about this building? 

It depends on whether you retain overall responsibly for the building. 

Generally speaking, if you retain responsibility for a building on your site 

which is occupied or leased to another group or organisation, then that 

building will be subject to the same data collection processes as other parts of 

your school.   

However, if you have a building on your school site which you are not 

responsible for maintaining, then the visiting surveyors will only capture high 

level data only for that building (such as block image - photograph). They will 

not collect condition data. 

How can I tell the visiting surveyors about known condition issues on 
my site? 

Schools will be able to do this during the pre-data collection meeting, on the 

day of the site visit.   
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Access to CDC data 

Will we receive printed hard copies of the CDC data and reports? 

No, neither the ESFA or the surveying organisations will be able to provide 

hard copies. Schools and responsible bodies will be able to download their 

CDC data from the CDC Portal once it has been quality assured. 

How do I access my school’s CDC data? 

Data will be made available to schools and responsible bodies on a rolling 

basis, once it has been quality assured, rather than waiting until the end of the 

Programme. 

The data will be accessible via the online CDC Portal. Schools and 

responsible bodies will be provided with instructions for setting up their CDC 

Portal account in order to access the data. 

How long will it take for my school’s CDC data to become available after 
the site visit? 

This depends on the size of your site and whether any quality / accuracy 

details are identified during the QA process. We would expect data to become 

available for most schools within 8 to 10 weeks of the site visit, although it 

may take longer during the early months of the programme. 

Further enquiries 

I have a query that the guidance documents on .gov.uk do not answer. 
Who can I contact? 

Enquiries about the site visit scheduling, the practical process of data 

collection during the site visit and access to data should be directed to your 

surveying organisation. Other general enquiries should be made via the ESFA 

Enquiry Service via the online question submission portal. These will be 

responded to as soon as possible. 
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